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WINE:  2018 Harvey & Harriet Red Wine  
 

SOURCE:  Paso Robles 
 

ATTITUDE:  Intelligent Pleasure   

 

RAPES:  40% Cabernet Sauvignon,  

22% Syrah, 14% Petite Sirah, 10% Malbec, 

10% Cabernet Franc, 4% Petit Verdot 
  

FOOD:  Ripe Cheeses ‘n Ribeyes    
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  We rarely visit Paso Robles with your club, but our forays in that direction do 

happen a little more often in recent years.  The region once known for rookie winemaking rendering 

raisin-y, heat-induced alcoholic glop has grown up.  But the trend toward quality is no longer headline 

news; it’s fully established yesterday’s news.  By now you have a second generation “rock star” producer 

such as Booker Vineyards (featured here) having already enjoyed the mentoring talents of a first-generation 

duo of “rock star” producers, Saxum and L’Aventure.  Appreciators of higher end, fully-arrived 

winemaking in Paso will certainly recognize all three of these names.  Those who have hitherto looked 

only north to Napa and Sonoma for their wine trophies would benefit by learning them.       
 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Jeb Dunnuck (formerly of Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate) awards this wine a 94-point 

rating:  “… The 2018 offers a big, juicy bouquet of crème de cassis and jammy blackberries interwoven with 

lots of tobacco, cedar pencil, and earthy, foresty aromas and flavors. This ripe yet medium to full-bodied, 

polished, elegant beauty will drink nicely for at least a decade.”  Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate itself chimes 

in with a 95, per the initial barrel tasting.   
 

Our own notes of “whim” are pointing out the interesting cepage, or grape ingredients, happening here.  

Booker, the parent winery of My Favorite Neighbor’s “Harvey & Harriet” concoction, typically emphasizes 

Rhone varietals.  This blend respects that as a Bordeaux / Rhone synthesis.  The arresting dark color could 

be attributed to any and all of the participants.  The effect of blackberry jam is borne of the region’s 

unavoidable higher temperature range.  The urgency of sweet graphite is derived from (arguably) the most 

important aspect of terroir – the mineral-rich, seabed-remembering local dirt.  The sum of this dark, 

gratifying-yet-serious wine:  Intelligent Pleasure. (… and value) 
 

36.99 / 33.29 for all wine club members 



 

 

WINE:  2015 William Harrison Cabernet Franc  
 

 

SOURCE:  Rutherford, Napa Valley 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Drought Year Intensity  

          Enhances Varietal Truth   

 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Franc – probably 

 

FOOD:  Tea-Smoked Duck a la Andy & Yu’s    

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Bill Harrison’s venerable winery received its financial impetus from his other, 

related occupation:  He was the Napa Valley’s first mobile bottler, bringing a much-needed service to the 

local small producer lacking the in-house equipment for the task.  His estate lies adjacent to the Silverado 

Trail in Rutherford, where you can visit a tasting room featuring well-priced (per this region!) offerings.  

It’s a quirky, humble-looking place - complete with stuffed grizzly bear – where your attention is soon, 

appropriately, diverted to the value and quality of the actual wine.  This Cabernet Franc is among them.  

 

In Mother France this grape plays a starring role in the Loire Valley regions of Chinon and Bourgueil.  In 

Bordeaux it’s a bit player, but claims the distinction of siring Cabernet Sauvignon (along with Sauvignon 

Blanc) and Merlot.  When it joins either or both in the local blends it is invited to the party for its 

fragrance and “feminine” styling of feel.  In Napa – where Cabernet Sauvignon also rules supreme – it plays 

the same role, but lovers of the grape rejoice upon discovering rarer varietal bottlings such as this.    

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  We have often “clubbed” William Harrison reds, recognizing their accurate reflection of 

“Rutherford Dust” beyond the aforementioned value.  I’m sure previous vintages of this Cabernet Franc 

have happened, but not all do; some just don’t declare enough “Franc”.  It’s a tricky thing:  Getting this 

grape to sing without going “off-key” with its tendency toward pyrazined green-ness.  Alternatively, if you 

ripen it too far you lose all of that – and all of the quirky Franc-ness.  Smothering it with too much oak, a 

not-uncommon practice, is no help at all.  What I’m looking for in a good Napa Cab Franc is gratification 

for many of you and elegant complexity for the rest.  Sometimes “you” are both people represented by the 

same palate.  In 2015, the third of three drought years, crop sizes (along with the size of the actual grape) 

were smaller, yielding intensity of color, textural richness, and varietal identity.  In this nuanced-yet-

generous William Harrison Cab Franc your inquiring nose and tongue will encounter this. 

 
      

44.99 / 40.49 for all wine club members 



The Wine Steward’s 

World Class 
W I N E   C L U B 

February 2021  
 

WINE:  2017 Bodegas Arzuaga Crianza  
 

SOURCE:  Ribera del Duero, Spain 
 

GRAPES:  At least 90% Tempranillo, with the chance  

                  of Cabernet Sauvignon and/or Merlot 
 

ATTITUDE:  Dark & Sumptuous 
 

FOOD:  Regardless of your preferences,  

        I can’t say “LAMB” enough! 
 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  While the Tempranillo grape is ubiquitous throughout Spain, Ribera del Duero is 

one of its two most important regional proclaimers.  Rioja, of course, is the other.  I love the difference 

between the two:  Where Rioja is known for the more suavely elegant, perhaps more ageworthy product,  

Ribera del Duero Tempranillo occurs more darkly, having us dubbing it “The Bordeaux of Spain.” 
 

… As happens here.  Bodegas Arzuaga’s estate is part of Ribera del Duero’s vaunted “Golden Mile” which 

includes regional champion Vega Sicilia.  In fact, Arzuaga lies right next door to that long-worshipped plot 

which demands reverence AND a healthy credit card allowance.  It’s great place to stay and eat too, as it 

features both a traditional restaurant and a very innovative modern one, a day spa, and many a guest room.    

 

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  But about this wine:  Many of you already know it, but it only recently dawned on me 

that we should “club” it.  Perhaps the Decanter Magazine rating of 95 points shook me awake.  I should 

have presented this to you long ago as it delivers all I want in a club wine:  Regional accuracy, great value, 

and downright deliciousness. 
 

That is why I have at least remembered to include it in many a WineBar flight as well as more recent 

private Zoom events for corporate folks desiring a virtual trip through Spain’s wine regions.  This is a wine 

I KNOW will appeal to all.  Its dark color entices.  Its nose of oak-laced dark plum fruit is irresistible.  Its 

palate feel delivers the goods of richness and a long memory thereof.  I know you don’t ALL eat lamb but 

if you do, go for the chops that are quickly grilled with nary a treatment but olive oil, coarse salt and 

pepper, and fresh rosemary and thyme.  Eat that.  Drink this.  Repeat.  

  
     

32.99 / 29.69 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2016 Domaine Guy & Yvan Dufouleur  
 

 

SOURCE:  ‘Clos Genets,’ Santenay, Burgundy, France 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Pinot Noir 
 

 

ATTITUDE:  Fragrant, Sturdy, Serious Food Wine 
 

 

FOOD:  Mellow Soft Cheeses, Quail, Rotisserie Chicken                                                                 

 

 

 
 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  The idea of “Place” as it pertains to wine is no more valued and stressed as it is in 

the French region of Burgundy, for this is the world’s first location where that value was established, via 

scholarly observation and deliberate record keeping (and, no doubt, a good deal of drinking).  Indeed, 

before this part of France was “France” it was the property of the Holy Roman Catholic Church, when 

wine-loving monks began to note differences in character and quality between the various plots of vines.  

Maps were drawn up, registering these little locations with now-famous place names.  The idea of 

“Premier Cru” and “Grand Cru” arose from here.  A passion for the particularities of “terroir” was born, 

spreading across the wine world from here.    
 

Okay, watch this:  “Clos Genets” is a 3.3 acre plot within 800-acre Santenay just next to famed 

Chassagne-Montrachet at the southern extreme of the Cote de Beaune which itself is the southern portion 

of the Cote d’Or, the north-to-south-arranged east-facing slope considered the best vineland within 

Greater Burgundy (north of the Rhone Valley, southeast of Paris) within France, yada yada yada.  The 

primary white grape of Burgundy (also very good from Santenay) is Chardonnay.  Its prevalent red:  Pinot 

Noir.    

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Santenay may not be the Cote d’Or’s flashiest region, and that’s a good thing for 

seekers of value.  A good rule of thumb to employ:  Buy “proximity”.  That is, there is something valid to 

the notion that if Chassagne-Montrachet is right next door you might just get a sense of that vaunted vino 

in your less pricey Santenay.  
 

It happens here.  This 2016 is both ready to drink yet comes with a warning label:  “Drink with food.”  

This is not your California cocktail Pinot, but a fragrantly complex, seriously-structured wine meant for a 

feast.  I saved a glass for Day II to judge its durability; a wine that “overnights” well should be effective for 

several years of cellaring.  Its sturdiness persisted.  Its scents remained fairly intact.  This is seriously good 

Burgundy for a decent price – relative to the higher-priced neighbors, of course!      
 

42.99 / 38.69 for Wine Club Members  



 The Wine Steward’s 

C A L I F O R N I A  
(West Coast) 

W I N E   C L U B 
February 2021 

 

WINE:  2016 Horse & Plow Grenache 
 

SOURCE:  Block House Vineyard, Napa Valley  
      

GRAPES:  100% Grenache 
 

ATTITUDE:  Not just Rare, this is TRUE Grenache 
 

FOOD:  Grilled Pork Tenderloin and/or Veggies 
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  The Napa Valley’s acreage is devoted in large part to the Cabernet Sauvignon 

vine.  That variety’s “Bordeaux Family” siblings Merlot, Cabernet Franc, Malbec, and Petite Verdot also 

clamor for space.  Anything alternative to this group is now a rare occurrence.  There remain a few 

ancient stands of gnarled, head-pruned Zinfandel vines.  Petite Sirah barely remains here and there, and so 

on.  Why the Cabernet-centric emphasis?  Do other varieties fare less successfully in Napa?  No way.  The 

place can grow so many grapes so wonderfully.  The monoculture is rather based on economics.  A bottle 

of “Napa Valley” Cabernet automatically demands (and is granted) a higher price.  The Napa Valley 

grower, thus seduced, is induced to cultivate only Cabernet and its blending brethren – ripping out all 

others to accommodate a higher price-per-ton yield.  It is therefore remarkable that someone cultivates 

Grenache here.  How is this feasible?  Ya gotta have conviction (Grenache matters!) and be large enough to 

absorb the poorer economics.  Block House Vineyard in southeast Yountville is one of many holdings (the 

largest) of Ghost Block Winery.  Kudos to them for their value of diversity and creative leveraging!  

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  . . . So that’s the vineyard source.  Now for the winery and the wine.  Ghost Block sells 

most of the Block House fruit to other producers, most of them smaller.  Want “really small”?  Consider:  

Only 7 barrels of this Grenache, as purchased by Horse & Plow, were made:  Well under 200 cases.  
 

But enough about novelty and rarity.  We are especially admiring the fact that this husband-and-wife 

winemaking team (with lots of important former employers on their collective resumé) has achieved 

HONEST Grenache here.  And what are we seeking from such?  Charm of fragrance.  Kirsch.  Dried 

fruits, especially dates.  Tobacco.  A “crunchy” sense of raspberry/cherry along with a little white pepper 

and dusty tannins.  Grenache is so wonderfully, happily ALTERNATIVE to Cabernet.  Thank goodness the 

Napa Valley still has some!  On behalf of this wine drinking experience, I hope YOU have a grill! 

 

21.99 / 19.79 for all wine club members 

 



 

  

          WINE:  2017 Morgan ‘G17’ Syrah       

 

       SOURCE:  Santa Lucia Highlands  

 

       GRAPES:  95% Syrah, 3% Grenache, 2% Tempranillo 

 

          ATTITUDE:  The Exotic & Elegant Side of Syrah   

 

          FOOD:  Smoked Salmon, Mushrooms, Lamb…   

 

 
 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:   Last month we showed you what I often call wine’s “Monster Truck,” Petite 

Sirah.  This month you’re getting the Jaguar.  Fragrant with flowery perfume, spice, cherries, and 

blackberries (you DO smell your wine, don’t you?!), especially from a Pinot Noir-style glass, the palate 

feel eloquently agrees with an exquisite and enduring remark of rich silk and juicy fruit.  This is happening 

in what some identify as California’s coolest growing area for the Syrah grape, the Santa Lucia Highlands. 
 

As you drive south on Highway 101 on your way toward – say - Paso Robles or Pismo Beach, you pass this 

appellation perhaps without knowing so.  What’s immediately adjacent to your left and right, heading 

south of Salinas, are vast, flat fields of cabbages and lettuce and other veggies of the season.  Notice the 

distant greenery arising from the flats to the right:  Those aren’t cabbages, they’re grapevines; the (mainly) 

Chardonnay and Pinot Noir of the Santa Lucia Highlands on Big Sur’s “backside”.  Morgan Winery 

specializes in those two varietals with several delicious bottlings of each.  Some of these may appear down 

the street at Raley’s.  Fortunately for The Wine Steward, Morgan also makes this delicious Syrah which 

does not.     

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I recently uncorked this wine to assess its “club-worthiness” as our cheesemongress 

Dawn was chopping and wrapping lovely things in the nearby kitchen.  “Dawn, how do you like Syrah?” I 

asked.  She hesitated, knowing that as a Wine Steward she should keep an open mind toward all  types, but 

her prior experiences with Syrah had not been positive.  I poured her this.  She dutifully sniffed and was 

immediately engaged.  A following sip evoked surprised admiration:  “I’ve never had Syrah like this!”     
 

And that’s the glory – and the challenge – of this grape.  It’s not a question of whether you like Syrah, but 

which KIND of Syrah.  The grape varies, wonderfully for me and frustratingly for others, based on where 

it is grown.  Paso Robles and Barossa, Australia will produce a very different, more heated example.  

Grow Syrah in a cooler place and you’re aiming for THIS Pinot Noir-recalling Jaguar.   
 

22.99 / 20.69 for all members 

 



The Wine Steward’s 

Wine 

Adventurer’s 
W I N E   C L U B 

February 2021 
 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Sylvain Badel Syrah  
 

SOURCE:  Northern Rhone, France 
 

 

GRAPES:  100% Syrah 
 

STYLE:  Holy Shit 
 

FOOD:  Beef, Lamb, Grilled Anything  
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS/WHIMS:  Have you ever lit a firecracker?  Fired a rifle?  Played with caps?  Then 

you will relate to what you’re smelling immediately upon opening this bottle and pouring it into (I 

recommend) a Pinot Noir / Burgundy glass.  Don’t be afraid:  DO smell it.  Register that first impression.  

And now, start swirling – enthusiastically.  Give this Syrah another sniff every thirty seconds.  You will 

witness the evolution from “reduction” to The Ideal.  A sulfuric pharty-ness will yield, mercifully, to what 

that “reduction” was actually employed to protect this wine from oxidation:  FRUIT!   
 

This Northern Rhone producer wanted to make a wine as naturally, un-intrusively, and most place-

representatively as possible.  Sylvain Badel carefully farmed the vineyard organically; why would he 

abandon all such care once the harvest reached the winery threshold?  He therefore resolved to add no 

yeasts, admitting only ambient ones to the fermentation task.  He stored the wine in the “hermetically 

sealed” situation of a stainless steel tank, eschewing the use of oxidation-inducing barrels, and added no 

sulfites.  He, assisted by the inherent tendencies of the Syrah varietal, intentionally promoted “reduction”.   
 

Sometimes considered a flaw - and it IS when it doesn’t resolve - reduction can prolong the life of a wine.  

That’s handy when you’re not otherwise supporting longevity with a sulfur addition, and that was the 

hoped-for effect of Badel’s winemaking choices.  (If you understand all of this, you’re now more aware of 

the cause and the reason for reduction than my typical wine rep!) 
 

NOW:  Northern Rhone Syrah, once liberated from the smelly protection of reduction, might still smell 

“curious” to the uninitiated.  What we who revere the stuff will tell you to expect, and ultimately savor, is  

blackberry fruit AND roasting coffee AND licorice AND violets AND black olives AND cured meats 

hanging from the ceiling of a delicatessen.  And once you do love this kind of wine, you will love it for life.  

Happy Valentine’s Day.  Love, Jim    
 

 

21.99 / 19.79 for all wine club members 

 



 

 

WINE:  2019 Mendel Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

SOURCE:  Lujan de Cuyo, Mendoza, Argentina 

 

GRAPES:  100% Cabernet Sauvignon 

 

ATTITUDE:  Importance a la Bordeaux 

 

FOOD:  BEEF  

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Argentina’s flagship grape is Malbec, as we’ve all no doubt learned.  This very 

producer’s Malbec will be featured in next week’s “Both Sides of the Andes” Zoom event with Lizzy Butler 

because that’s what’s expected (and that wine is great).  Fortunately, the Argentine wine industry does not 

myopically prohibit other grape varieties from its high-altitude plots.  Fortunately, this Cabernet 

Sauvignon (also provided to your club in previous vintages) happens there as well. 
 

Argentina is unique for the extreme elevation of its vineyards.  This more-exposed setting encourages the 

grapes to use sunscreen (wear thicker skins, that is) thus yielding more intensely-colored wines (have you 

ever seen a delicately-colored Argentine red?!).  Argentina is also fairly dry.  Somewhat like Washington 

State (to which I ascribe a stylistic kinship) it must get most of its irrigation water from elsewhere, 

meaning the adjacent (magnificent!) Andes Mountains via aqueducts.  This in turn affords the farmers’ 

option of watering when they deems it best.  Not-so-damp Argentina can more easily farm its vines 

organically, skipping the anti-mildew treatments more necessary in other locales.          

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  That’s all good to know, but I’d like to speak more “sensually” of this wine, of which 

just 250 cases made it to the United States (we feel “important” having achieved nearly 2% of these!).  

What grabs me, personally, here? 
 

Color that is commanding, nearly frightening, with its power of darkness.  A nose that’s immediately 

perceived as wanting air with its slightly reductive, cloaked intensity.  Airing this out with relentless 

swirling or a patient decanting will reveal wet graphite, blackberries, raspberries, and freshly-tilled dark 

earth.  The palate confirms this simultaneous moods of gloom, delight, and satisfaction with remarkable 

concentration and – again – that food-calling panoply of fruit and the complementary savories.   
 

What have I just described?  Bordeaux from a ripe year which would cost you – I promise – more than 

forty dollars.  – Or this Mendel Cabernet alternative:  Rejoice in the Argentina Difference!      

 

22.49 / 20.24 for Wine Club Members 



 

 

The Wine Steward’s 

 ‘Here ‘n There’  

White Wine 
W I N E   C L U B 

February 2021 
 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Mayu Pedro Ximenez   

 

SOURCE:  Huanta Vineyard, Elqui Valley, Chile 

 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  100% Pedro Ximenez 

 

ATTITUDE:  Ridiculous 

 

FOOD:  Shrimp Salad, Mahon Cheese  

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Pedro Ximenez may sound like a Tequila brand, but it’s actually the name of a 

grape variety best known for inhabiting southern Spain’s Montilla Moriles, utilized there for the most 

decadently-sweet form of Sherry.  How ironic that we’re heading half a world and a hemisphere away to 

find a bone-dry example from northern Chile!  Not only that, we’re arriving at an elevation twice the 

altitude of the Mendoza, Argentina Cabernet described above - 6,300 feet above sea level – to encounter 

75-year-old vines once employed for the production of Pisco, the local brandy. 
 

In this land where the stars shine especially bright and observatories are employed to study the view, it’s 

pretty cool that a relatively unsung grape gets its due.  – and accolades, as Robert Parker’s Wine Advocate 

has waved its “90 points!” wand over this new vintage of Mayu, a wine we’ve shown you before and 

doubtless will again.     

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  While we will sometimes bring you something more generous, the whites for your club 

generally veer in the direction of lean, vibrant, no-oak refreshment.  BOTH of this month’s provisions 

play this way, regardless of the winter weather.  While it’s impossible to please all the people all the time, 

we’ve noted a prevalent preference for the streamlined style.  Maybe what’s working is your reliance on 

us for lesser-known Verdejo, Verdicchio, Falanghina, and Arneis and your self-reliance in accessing our 

Chardonnay shelf for the more full-bodied alternatives?  At any rate, keep up the good work:  Enjoy this 

lively white declaring lime leaves and apricot blossoms.  Vote for Pedro!    

 
 

15.99 / 14.39 for all wine club members 



 

 

 

WINE:  2019 Sidebar Sauvignon Blanc 

 

SOURCE:  Russian River Valley 

 

GRAPES:  100% Sauvignon Blanc 

 

ATTITUDE:  Freshly-Fallen Snow  

 

FOOD:  Salads, Chilled Seafood, Chevre 

 

 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  Sidebar is the alternative project of master winemaker David Ramey.  Ramey’s 

eponymously-identified reds and whites – remarkable Chardonnay, Pinot Noir, Cabernet, and Syrah – 

fetch a higher price and require some aging time to fully proclaim themselves.  The Sidebar line was 

created to provide alternative varieties which are also “alternatively” priced and more ready to drink.  The 

rumor is The Wine Steward’s enjoyment of a nice wholesale price for this offering is due to the imminent 

shuttering of this inventive project.  That’s too bad.  Let’s drink to that! 

 

The Russian River Valley is best known for its poached pear- and baked apple-suggestive Chardonnays, and 

Pinot Noirs redolent with sassy wild strawberry fruit.  The less-discussed Sauvignon Blancs and Zinfandels 

from here can also excel, as this Sidebar example attests (Sidebar makes a Russian River Zin I’ve yet to 

try).  Ramey did up the majority of the juice in concrete eggs, a fairly new aging treatment that 

accentuates energetic minerality and mouthfeel.  A smaller amount was dedicated to neutral (used) oak 

barrels for a little “oxidative rounding.”  No malolactic (that secondary fermentation promoting buttery-

ness) was permitted!       

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  Certainly, we can note the delicate flavors of citrus and the barely-pungent, smoky 

nose, but this Sidebar Sauvignon Blanc is – to my eager palate – more about EFFECT.  “Citrus” is not just a 

flavor; it’s also a “feel,” and I’m feelin’ it here.  More delicately declared is the wonderful, nearly-ethereal 

vagueness of wet stone or damp cave.  It is this effect of “barely-thereness” that really engages me; not with 

full-frontal nudity but scantily-clad wispy-ness. 

 

I think I need a fish taco. 

 

19.99 / 17.99 for all wine club members 
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WINE:  Ursa ‘Major’ Red 
 

 

SOURCE:  Sierra Foothills 
 

 

 

 

 

GRAPES:  Syrah, Zinfandel,  

        Alicante Bouschet, Petite Sirah 
  

ATTITUDE:  Balanced Ripeness  
 

FOOD:  Burgers, Pizza, Everything
 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  The Sierra Foothills appellation is most recognized by some of its sub-appellations; 

El Dorado County, Shenandoah Valley, Calaveras County...  The recognition is destined to be enhanced as 

more grapegrowing and winemaking talent sets up shop here in the Gold Country.  These places seem to 

be where Paso Robles was a few years ago; long on tradition but short on technical savvy and international 

wine awareness, effecting an affable “more is more” wine style where “more” often ends up being too 

much of a good thing (how about a little balance and restraint?!).  I could identify a more local wine valley 

with a similar sense of direction.  As hot as these areas can be, the Sierra Foothills possess one particular 

attribute that’s attractive to the fine winemaker:  mineral-based soils and several desirable variations 

thereof.  “Soil trumps climate,” the great Andre Tscellichef once memorably proclaimed.  This idea is 

being explored in the land of Highway 49.          

 

JIM’S WHIMS:  I say all that because, even as an inexpensive red, “Ursa Major” looks forward rather 

than backward with its styling.  Yes, the fruit is fully ripe; there is plenty of “more” generosity.  What’s a 

little more “New Age of Sierra Foothills,” though, is the framework.  This generous wine wears a very 

supportive girdle, namely ACIDITY.  In fact, when I first tasted this without hearing the ingredients I 

guessed this was Barbera-based.  It turns out there’s no Barbera to be found in the mixture, but the lifted, 

fragrant liveliness certainly justifies my misidentification.  Enjoy this fully ripe, balanced, juicy, non-

Barbera from a forward-looking region!       
 

13.29 / 11.96 for all wine club members 



 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

WINE:  2018 Santa Julia ‘Mountain Blend’ Reserva 

 

SOURCE:  Valle de Uco, Mendoza, Argentina 

 

GRAPES:  70% Malbec / 30% Cabernet Franc 

 

ATTITUDE:  Solid 

 

FOOD:  Beef, Cheddar 

 
 

 

 

 

FACTUAL TIDBITS:  The Uco Valley is Mendoza’s southern section - which isn’t very interesting unless 

it means something to the wine you’re drinking.  It does:  Uco Valley wines can be depended on to 

demonstrate a stronger sense of Bordeaux-like, mineral-conferred darkness than the more easygoing reds 

from farther north in Mendoza.  That is echoed in this ‘Mountain Blend’ from Santa Julia, which 

represents a line of wines from Zuccardi.        

 

Malbec is the established flagship grape of the area, but Cabernet Franc from here has surprised me with its 

varietal goodness so frequently that it’s no longer a surprise.  Cab Franc should be further exploited here, 

based on the current success rate.  Combining these two overperformers is also a shoe-in venture.  Why 

wouldn’t the darkness of Malbec joined with the fragrance of Cab Franc be a terrific Argentine 

winemaking idea?! 

 
  

JIM’S WHIMS:  This wine is pretty.  It is also very soberlingly solid.  It is easy yet chewy in texture.  It 

provides plums and ash in a Bordeaux way, and rose petals and violets in a Loire Valley way.  It is firm, yet 

it is also plush.  It is a great value receiving 91 points from both Wine Enthusiast and James Suckling. 

 

It doesn’t suck.   

 

 

12.29 / 11.06 for ALL wine club members 


